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Introduction 

In recent decades we have witnessed a substantial increase in research of economists around 

the topic of financial literacy and its implications related to the financial behaviors and decisions 

of households and individuals. Over the course of their lives, households will have to face huge 

financial decisions such as selecting houses and related mortgages, saving for education and 

also carving out enough for retirement. These decisions could have both an instantaneous 

impact on households’ finances and also a long-horizon impact on their expenditure capacity. 

The sign of the long run impact, i.e. whether the household made good or bad financial choices, 

depends on a multiplicity of factor among which financial literacy plays a relevant role. 

The range of possibilities people have to choose from is increasing. Simultaneously, the recent 

pandemic has turned upside down the job world, making it more and more dynamic and 

competitive with significant repercussions on the income uncertainty of households. Monetary 

and macroeconomic dynamics push individuals towards greater budgeting and careful 

considerations on issues such as pension savings and housing. 

One of the most interesting financial choices of households/individuals is the one of portfolio 

allocation and one of the best strategies to properly manage and reduce the idiosyncratic risk of 

its own portfolio is diversification.  

In an ever-changing industry where the spectrum of choice is increasingly wide and 

sophisticated, it is crucial to identify factors that can guide economic agents towards informed 

and economically healthier decisions. From an investment perspective, one of the most 

important problems studied by economists is the so-called stock holding puzzle. Haliassos 

(2002) studies in depth this phenomenon and some of the causes behind it, namely risk aversion, 

risky labor income, participation costs and borrowing constraints. The stockholding puzzle 

reflects the tendency of a large proportion of households to hold no stocks regardless of a 

historical average return premium on equity with respect to riskless assets. This behavior is in 

contrast with the classical economic theory (Samuelson 1969) which tells us that each agent 

should invest a fraction of its wealth in risky assets. Other economic studies (Calvet et al. 

(2007), Kumar and Goetzmann (2001) show that investors hold undiversified portfolios 

composed of a limited number of assets, highlighting the diversification aspect of households’ 

investment portfolio. 

Among potential drivers of such an issue, scarce financial literacy has emerged as a plausible 

factor related to poor diversification given its influence on financial behavior. Lusardi and 

Mitchell (2007) show how individuals who are financially illiterate are less prone to plan for 
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retirement and consequently build up a lower amount of wealth. Other findings like those of 

Alessie, Lusardi and van Rooji (2011) and Christelis, Jappelli and Padula (2008) highlight the 

link between low financial literacy and investors’ stock market participation.  

This thesis investigates the relationship between financial literacy (FL) and the portfolio 

diversification of Spanish individuals. More in details, it aims at examining the impact of 

financial literacy on portfolio diversification and investigates whether financial literacy affects 

the heterogeneity of households and individuals’ portfolios in terms of categories of assets held.  

The impact of financial literacy on portfolio returns and riskiness will not be an object of the 

discussion given the large and well-aligned literature (in terms of findings) around the topic, 

but rather the key of this analysis will be on the relationship between FL and the numerosity of 

assets included in the portfolio.  

I use the Spanish Survey of Financial Competences (ECF) of 2016 to analyze empirically this 

relationship. I use eleven (11) questions from the ECF questionnaire to construct an individual 

financial literacy index. Then, I study the relationship between the financial knowledge of 

Spanish people and their portfolio diversification (in terms of the variety of assets held). 

The thesis is organized as follows: 

Chapter 1 frames the topic of financial literacy giving a rundown of the main arguments 

provided by the literature as well as some numbers in the international context. In this section, 

I focus on the delicate process of measuring financial literacy by outlining the main issues and 

by illustrating the major initiatives at international level to harmonize such a procedure which 

still has wide margins of discretion.  

Chapter 2 deals with the theme of diversification. I explain the measure of diversification used 

for the analysis and why I focus on this type of index rather than a more sophisticated measure. 

Finally, I discuss the issue of the relationship between diversification and financial literacy. 

Chapter 3 describes the data used in the main analysis, i.e. the ECF survey. I present the main 

characteristics of the dataset and describe the sample used for the analysis. Then, I describe the 

problem of missing data in this dataset and the strategy used to overcome this problem. 

Chapter 4 presents the empirical analysis and the main results of the thesis. First, I describe the 

variables used in the analysis, their construction and their main characteristics. Then, I illustrate 

the main results of the empirical analysis and the robustness checks that justify the identification 

strategy.  
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CHAPTER I: Financial Literacy  

Literature review 

The research interest of economists around financial literacy rose in the last two decades, in 

conjunction with the higher relevance and connection between households' financial choices 

and households' well-being. Moreover, financial markets, financial products and financial 

investments have become more accessible to the population thanks to the large diffusion of the 

internet, personal computers and web-based investment services. However, the complexity of 

the financial markets has increased too, and therefore the probability of bad choices increases 

when agents are not well financially educated. 

The importance of financial literacy has increased considerably with the evolution of financial 

markets which have become more and more accessible for individuals. Overall, the context has 

positive implications as it provides people with the chance of being financially proactive and 

of being responsible for their wealth management and financial planning. On the other hand, it 

could lead to negative outcomes and potentially disruptive consequences since individuals need 

specific financial knowledge and ability to plan in the long horizon.  

All these problems together raise the interest of economists and researchers in financial literacy 

and its consequences on the well-being of agents, individuals and households. I consider 

“financial literacy” an issue because many studies found evidence that financial illiteracy is a 

widespread phenomenon and a large fraction of the population ignores even the most 

elementary economic concepts. (Anthes (2004), Lusardi and Mitchell (2007)). 

 

Figure 1: % of Adults who are financially literate (Source: S&P Global FinLit Survey 2014) 
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Figure 1 provides an overview of the degree of financial literacy of adults across the world. The 

dark blue identifies the regions where the share of the adult population with an acceptable level 

of financial literacy is high, while the light blue identifies those countries where financial 

literacy is low. The first group is concentrated in North America, Northern Europe and Oceania, 

while, at the bottom of the scale, there are many Middle East countries, as well as some South 

American and African ones. The group with the intermediate graduation of blue include 

countries spread in Middle and South America, Southern Europe and in the majority of Asia 

and Africa.  

The definitions of financial literacy are heterogeneous, and it still does not exist a uniquely used 

and recognized one. The OECD INFE1 defines it as: “a combination of awareness, knowledge, 

skill, attitude and behavior necessary to make sound financial decisions and ultimately achieve 

individual financial wellbeing”. The next table, retrieved from Hung et al. (2009) working 

paper, collects some of the most popular definitions that have been given to such a concept. The 

definition provided by Lusardi and Mitchell (2007c), focused on the term familiarity with “the 

most basic economic concepts needed to make sensible saving and investment decisions” is the 

one which is able to capture the essence of the concept in the simplest way. As one can see 

there are many other interpretations which are given from slightly different perspectives. 

Lusardi and Tufano (2008) define just debt literacy, a component of the overall financial 

knowledge. Lusardi’s one (2008a and 2008b) revolves around the knowledge of the concepts 

behind the Big Three questions on financial literacy. Mandell’s (2007) definition of FL is a 

more complete one as it considers both “the ability to evaluate the new and complex financial 

instruments” and “make informed judgments”. 

 
1
 The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development / International Network on Financial 

Education 
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Table 1: Conceptual definitions of financial literacy - Hung et al. (2009) - RAND Corporation 

Publications Department, Working Papers, Vol.708 

Besides its definition, what is clear is that financial literacy has implications both on a systemic 

level and on a micro level. The diffusion of a reasonable level of financial literacy is now being 

globally accepted as a critical element for a sound financial regulatory and supervisory 

framework, as well as a fundamental factor of financial stability. In 2018, the Vice-President of 

Deutsche Bundesbank, Claudia Buch stated that “financial illiteracy is an important channel 

through which financial instabilities can arise''. Financially uninformed investors may expose 
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themselves to excessive financial risk, and this is the main source of financial instability cited 

by Claudia Buch. However, other forms of financial instability derive from poor financial 

literacy: retirement planning and excessive credit card debt are only two of these problems. 

Batsaikhan and Demertzis (2018) also emphasize the potential for financial literacy to boost the 

EU economic inclusion agenda as they found evidence of a link between inequality, poverty, 

social exclusion, immobility and scarce financial knowledge. 

On a micro level, the role of financial literacy in investors’ economic behavior and financial 

attitudes has been studied by an increasing number of researchers. Angrisani et al. (2016) 

emphasize the potential of FL to help shape personal future economic health as people who 

demonstrate higher levels of financial knowledge are expected to act in a more financially wise 

manner and hence to be characterized by a more solid financial status, less exposed to problems 

of financial distress. Lusardi and Mitchell (2014) contribute to show that more financially 

literate households save more and are more likely to accumulate wealth for themselves and to 

pass on their resources to the next generation. They came to this conclusion after seeing that FL 

was a key explanatory factor in the US wealth gap since it is positively correlated with wealth 

building.  

Financial Literacy measurement 

Measuring agents' financial literacy has been one of the main issues of economists in the past 

years. First, it is necessary to delimit financial knowledge and its components and then define 

the proper questionnaire. Indicators for such a quality are very different from each other. The 

first attempts to measure it belong to the CFA (Consumer Federation of America) and its 

Consumer Knowledge surveys in the early 1990s. These questionnaires were submitted to 

different layers of the population and incorporated many queries about personal finance.   

Later in the years, Lusardi & Mitchell (2006) introduced the following three questions that 

today are the standard for future research and that addressed some of the most crucial aspects 

of finance and financial literacy: (a) compound interest, (b) inflation and (c) risk 

diversification.  
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a. Suppose you had $100 in a savings account and the interest rate was 2% per year. After 

5 years, how much do you think you would have in the account if you left the money to 

grow? 

● More than $102 

● Exactly $102 

● Less than $102 

b. Imagine that the interest rate on your savings account was 1% per year and inflation 

was 2% per year. After 1 year, how much would you be able to buy with the money in 

this account? 

● More than today 

● Exactly the same 

● Less than today 

c. Buying a single company’s stock usually provides a safer return than a stock mutual 

fund. 

● True 

● False 

Summing the other two questions added by the NFCS2, about (d) mortgage and (e) bond 

pricing we obtain the so-called “Big Five” of financial knowledge which are summarized in 

the next graph.  

d. A 15-year mortgage typically requires higher monthly payments than a 30-year 

mortgage, but the total interest paid over the life of the loan will be less. 

● True 

● False 

e. If interest rates rise, what will typically happen to bond prices? 

● They will rise 

● They will fall 

● They will stay the same 

● There is no relationship between bond prices and the interest rate 

 

 
2
 National Financial Capability Study of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 

(FINRA) Foundation  
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Figure 2: The Big Five questions for Financial Literacy measurement (Source: Personal 

representation) 

Despite this set of questions seems to grant a secure way to trace financial literacy, there is, 

unfortunately, minor evidence on whether such an approach is the best among other possible 

ones, hence leaving the door open for discretion in the measurement process. Hung et al. (2009) 

analyzed 18 different studies and concluded that the leading method to manage the notion of 

FL is the sum or the ratio of the correct answers on some kind of performance test. 

Another aspect to consider is the availability of information at disposal of the researchers since 

not all the surveys are structured in the same way and therefore don’t provide the same kind of 

observations on individuals’ financial knowledge. The latter augments the magnitude of FL 

measures’ variability since inevitably some adaptations will take place in the definition of the 

score for financial knowledge.  

OECD/INFE has developed a guideline for setting up a measure of FL that consists in summing 

up three different scores: a financial knowledge score, a financial behavior score and a financial 

attitude score. The maximum grade of a respondent is 21, however, the average score of the 

OECD countries participating in the study is just 12.7 (from 2020 data). These results show 

how financial illiteracy is still sizable.  
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Measuring financial literacy is a process in constant evolution as demonstrated by the 

continuous adjustments of the OECD questionnaires that are updated from year to year. For 

example, in 2022 questions related to digital financial literacy were added. This is a 

consequence of the transformation of financial markets and the growth of new types of 

investments such as cryptocurrency or peer-to-peer lending. 

The fact is that here financial literacy is intended to capture a broader spectrum of aspects with 

respect to what is strictly concerned with the understanding of simple economic principles and 

in a sense, it sneaks away from what originally intended. The financial knowledge component 

of OECD is probably the one that reconciles with it. 

Drivers and impact of Financial Literacy 

Many research papers agree that financial literacy skills, regardless of how they are derived, are 

affected by age, educational attainment, income and labor status.  

More in detail: 

❖ age seems to have a U-shaped relationship with FL as the young and the elderly display 

less financial literacy while the most knowledgeable group is the one of middle–aged;  

❖ education is positively correlated with financial literacy; 

❖ income is positively correlated with financial literacy; 

❖ self-employed are in general more financially literate than employed workers, while 

both are more financially literate than unemployed people. 

The previously stated drivers do not encounter any opposition even when studied in minor 

countries like how Morgan and Trinh (2016) did for Cambodia and Vietnam. 

Some other elements like gender, place of residence and ability collect still contrasting 

evidence.  

Another factor that strongly affects individual financial literacy is gender: the vast majority of 

the financial literacy literature documented a gender gap in financial. Males generally show 

higher levels of financial knowledge than females, controlling for age and education. 

Nevertheless, there is some growing sign that these differences may be due to cultural factors, 

especially in some regions of the world. Hospido et al. (2021) assess that gender gaps are 

significantly smaller in Spanish autonomous regions with more egalitarian economic regimes 

in terms of custody and marriage, suggesting that social norms may be important to explain 

these disparities.  
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Country of birth represents another factor that may influence the level of individual financial 

literacy, however, there is not a common conclusion across studies. Lusardi and Mitchell (2011) 

recall that there exist some regional and ethical differences, e.g.: city inhabitants are more 

informed than rural areas residents, while in the US there is a clear poorer financial literacy 

among Afro-Americans and Hispanics. Davoli and Rodriguez (2020) track down that in the US 

there’s a 4% additional likelihood of responding correctly to the “Big Three” questions when 

the individual’s country of ancestry level of financial literacy is a one-standard deviation above 

the mean showing that also origins play a role in determining the financial literacy score. 

Last, individual skills and ability may play a role in the determination of financial literacy. 

Indeed, learning about financial markets and financial products is complicated and requires time 

and effort. Barboza et al. (2016) attest that those holding a top-level GPA display superior 

financial literacy scores. It has been shown that also PISA3 math score positively correlates with 

financial literacy. Lusardi (2012), indeed, explores the role of numeracy as determinant of 

financial literacy and finds a considerable correlation between the two. Lastly, Fort et al. (2016) 

indicate how bank information policies have a substantial impact on FL but on a limited fraction 

of the population represented by over-sixties low educated individuals. 

Policy interventions on financial education 

Managing personal finances is an everyday task, however individuals are not generally trained 

to do so. Furthermore, there are some aspects and decision related to portfolio allocation and 

financial choices that are “one in a lifetime” moments, therefore individuals and households do 

not have any experience or specific training for that. Policy makers and experts have been 

progressively suggesting that financial literacy education might be the remedy for many of the 

financial difficulties experienced by individuals. The ultimate goal of financial education is to 

pave the way for financial empowerment of individuals through new acquired knowledge of 

financial terms and products. Several research studies support the notion that financial training 

would impact effectively on financial conduct. 

Bernheim (1998) asserts that the lack of some form of guidance and preparation could explain 

why Americans tend to take poor financial actions, therefore education policy initiatives are 

needed to compensate for it. However, even after numerous field studies and experiments, 

economists do not agree on what is the ideal structure of any training courses on personal 

finance and its timing. This is because the investigations returned mixed evidence on “financial 

 
3
 Programme for International Student Assessment 
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training” efficiency, some of them seemed to be promising but with margins of improvement 

while others seemed to provide scarce results.  

For instance, Becchetti et al. (2011) conducted an experiment on a group of Italian high school 

students where some were interviewed twice and taught a course in finance in between, while 

the control group was just interviewed once. The impact of such training did not get empirical 

support once comparing the two groups FL scores, but provided some good news as it increased 

the interest on economic articles and the ability to comprehend them. Brown et al. (2016) 

spotted some improvement in the debt behavior of a large representative of American youth as 

they recorded that mathematics and financial learning reduce non-student debt dependence and 

enhance repayment scheduling. Surprisingly they also found that economic studies encourage 

a higher level of indebtedness and a larger probability of debt reimbursement issues, probably 

because of overconfidence.  

The financial learning process is influenced by direct experience too. West and Friedline (2016) 

looked at the differences in economic behavior of lower-income millennials and discovered that 

those who were more financially capable had almost twice the chance to successfully face 

unexpected expenses and to have an emergency fund and 34% less likely to have an 

unsustainable level of debt. Moreover, being exposed to investing at school-age is considered 

to have a positive effect on financial knowledge as reported by a study of Hysmith (2020) in 

which he analyzes the impact of SMIF (Student Managed Investment Fund) involvement on 

financial literacy, satisfaction and general healthy financial habits.     

Davoli and Hou (2021) show that educational systems’ organization matters as they register 

that people studying in the soviet side of Germany manifest up to 20% lower financial literacy 

scores with respect to those not exposed to such educational system. 

To sum up, financial education-related policy intervention has to address the basics of finance 

which are essential for daily financial management. Moreover, it should cover cognitive and 

non-cognitive factors since it has recently emerged that the latters might outweigh rational 

reasoning. What is less clear is the structure of the underlying programs, given such mixed 

evidence from the literature. Hence there’s still the need for more information and evidence on 

educational programs.  
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CHAPTER II: Individuals’ portfolios 

The concept of diversification 

“Don’t put all your eggs in one basket” is a famous idiom whose meaning resembles the one 

behind portfolio diversification. In the world of investments, diversification is pursued to reduce 

the idiosyncratic risk of households' portfolios, allocating the wealth in such a way not to risk 

all in a single security or asset class.  

The father of the studies on portfolio selection is Harry Markowitz who developed the so-called 

“Modern Portfolio Theory”. This theory allows investors to set up a portfolio whose assets’ 

composition maximizes expected returns for a specific given level of risk. One of the pillars of 

MPT is the assumption that all investors are risk-averse (which is not far from the reality) 

implying that for a certain level of return, they will always choose the less risky option.  

The fundamental elements in Markowitz theory are expected return and variance (risk). The 

key takeaway is that each individual aims at maximizing his/her own portfolio returns while 

reducing the risk of its investments. One of the main results of Markowitz’s theory underlines 

that a properly balanced portfolio includes assets whose returns are the least perfectly 

correlated. This condition allows to achieve the highest possible return bearing the smallest 

overall portfolio riskiness. 

The correlation among the different securities and assets included in the portfolio plays a central 

role. Essentially, correlation is the measure of how two or more objects are related to one 

another. The coefficient of correlation between two random variables is defined as the ratio 

between: 

𝜎{𝑦1,𝑦2}

𝜎{𝑦1}⋅𝜎{𝑦2}
 .  

Where y1 and y2 represent the two random variables/financial assets included in the analysis. 

In the context of investments, correlation between assets is positive when they move in the same 

direction (the value of both assets increases/decreases at the same time) and it is negative when 

they move contrary to each other (the value of one increases/decreases while the other one 

decreases/increases). Markowitz (1952) enforces the central role of this statistical parameter by 

proving that the definition of an optimal portfolio is a process that involves statistical measures 
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(expected return, variance and correlation) and in which the weight of a single asset’s 

performance is less crucial than how it affects the whole investment portfolio.  

For instance, the construction of an optimal portfolio is not simply the combination of n assets 

all with the same weight, even if in some cases it has been shown that such a naive 1/N rule 

seems to perform better than differently built portfolios.  

The consequences of a bad portfolio choice and/or composition may be disruptive for a 

household, leaving its components in a poor financial situation. Friedman (1953) famous 

analogy4 on the process that leads a billiard player to hit the ball could indicate in a sense that 

none of us need to be a financial expert to get to a well-diversified portfolio after a path of 

experiential learning. Literature provides some minor evidence on the experience effect on 

some economic behaviors. However, the fact is that some decisions like retirement savings, 

mortgages, real estate contracts, are generally one-in-a-lifetime choices, with little or no space 

for learning effects. Therefore, the space and the consequences of potential financial education 

programs is huge, given that it increases the efficiency and the results of households' financial 

choices. Then, it is crucial to handle the investment process following all the recipes to reach 

an optimal combination of assets.  

As previously described, portfolio diversification is one of the main suggestions given by 

Markowitz portfolio theory as well as financial advisors. Therefore, agents may decide for a 

fully diversified portfolio, which means to hold a fraction of each product available on the 

financial market. However, it has been shown by Wagner and Lau (1971) that few stocks are 

sufficient to reach a reasonable degree of diversification when these are highly rated by S&P. 

Moreover, it is economically wise to reduce the number of securities in the portfolio to optimize 

transactional, informational and management costs considering that benefits from 

differentiation augments at a decreasing rate. Evans and Archer (1968) demonstrate that a 

limited number of securities is sufficient to capture most of the diversification advantages. 

Driessen and Laeven (2006) elicit the difference in benefits between investors in developing 

and developed countries, showing how the former have a large advantage from international 

diversification when considering short-sales constraints. They also find proof that the size of 

such advantages evolves as country risk varies overtime.  

  

 
4
 The key takeaway was that billiard players do not take into account mathematical and physics law and all the 

complicated calculus behind before hitting the ball. They just do it as the experience has taught them to do. 
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There have been many upgrades of the original Markowitz perspective and the naive equally 

weighted portfolio like the ones of Jorion (1986), MacKinlay and Pastor (2000) and Kan and 

Zhou (2007) trying to improve performances, however the always optimal portfolio strategy 

hasn’t been implemented yet.  

Financial literacy and diversification 

The investment behavior of individuals is affected by a variety of shortcomings. Hastings et al. 

(2013) point out some of them:  

❖ low stock market participation,  

❖ poor debt management: inability to refinance in changing interest rates environment, 

❖ home bias: the predisposition in the choice and predominance of domestic assets within 

the portfolio, discarding international diversification, 

❖ disposition effect, tendency to sell the winners and buy the losers (Odean 1998). 

Under these circumstances, many studies have questioned whether financial literacy may have 

an impact on the investment process of individuals, both in a positive and negative direction. 

MacArdle et al. (2009) investigate the existence of a connection between cognitive skills and 

wealth accumulation in pre and post retirement and concluded that more capable individuals 

were more likely to build up wealth. The advantage of being cognitively skilled could increase 

as workers are increasingly required to govern their pension planning and household wealth in 

general. Indeed, an emerging threat that is affecting some areas of the world, especially the 

European continent, is the viability of public pension schemes as the age of the population is 

moving up. Hence private pension plans will probably represent a valid alternative tool to 

realize retirement savings. Christelis et al. (2008) reinforce the importance of cognitive abilities 

such as math, memory and verbal fluency as they find they are positively associated with stock 

market participation, both directly and indirectly via investment fund and pension accounts.  

The last consideration that needs to be done is that households' financial decisions and trading 

habits depend not only on personal abilities but also on the socio-cultural environment into 

which they are lowered and on congenital traits (Gomes et al. (2020)). 

Other researchers focused on the relationship between financial literacy and portfolio 

allocation. Guiso and Viviano (2015) demonstrated that high-literacy people have greater 

timing abilities when investing in the market and are more prone to follow the prescriptions of 

standard models. Several analyses exhibit that higher financial literacy goes hand in hand with 

superior cash management and more efficient planning for retirement.  
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Moreover, more financially literate individuals hold statistically a wider range of assets on their 

balance sheets. Van Rooji et al. (2011) use data about Dutch households to show that individuals 

with the previously mentioned characteristics tend to be invested in the equity market and to 

own a more diversified and cost-efficient portfolio. The cost-efficient hypothesis was confirmed 

also by Muller and Weber (2010) in a previous study where they underlined how the odds of 

investing in low-cost fund alternatives when choosing across different mutual funds.  

Lack of financial literacy prevents effective use of various financial assets. If someone does not 

understand the functioning and the nature of the financial markets, he/she will lack the 

motivation and skills to diversify their investment strategies. Guiso and Jappelli (2008) were 

among the first to question the occurrence of an influence of financial literacy on portfolio 

compositions. They based their research on a UniCredit Customers’ Survey and concluded that 

the degree of diversification strongly correlates with their measure of financial literacy. Abreu 

and Mendes (2010) expanded such findings relying on a Portugal sample and considering also 

the impact of source of information on the numerosity of assets to buy.  

Again, De Winne and Petkeviciute (2021) based their study on more than 75.000 Belgian’s 

trading records between 2003 and 2012. They found that financial literacy has a strong 

relationship with portfolio diversification, regardless of the measure used both for financial 

literacy and diversification. The most interesting result of their study is that the non-stocks 

holdings seem to be most positively impacted by financial knowledge. Furthermore, Hsiao and 

Tsai (2018) study, based on a Taiwanese National Survey, encountered some evidence of a 

higher participation rate in the derivatives markets of more financially literate individuals, most 

probably due to the reduction of the entry costs that FL helps them to reach.  

Bonaparte (2021) focused on the crypto market participation of millennials showing that they 

are more likely to invest in these kinds of speculative assets as they tend to have shorter 

investment horizons than other generations. This evidence, together with the typical lower 

degree of financial knowledge of young people, should be a warning as the implications for 

their wealth accumulation “journey” might be serious. Koh et al.  (2018) worked on a very 

detailed analysis distinguishing between complex and non-complex holdings of Singaporeans 

and the impact of financial literacy on such investments. They found that more financially 

literate investors are more likely to be simultaneously invested in equities, fixed-income and 

cash. Moreover, those obtaining a higher FL score are more likely to respect the fraction of 

equity on the overall asset portfolio that is generally suggested by financial advisors, that is 100 

minus the age of the investor. 
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The portfolio returns of the more financially knowledgeable appear to benefit too: Von 

Gaudecker (2015) recorded an additional 50 basis point return for groups that score high 

financial literacy or rely on external financial advice. To finish, Bianchi (2018) investigated the 

relationship between returns and asset choice finding that more financially savvy investors have 

a risky approach when returns are higher, they actively intervene in the reallocation of their 

portfolio and are more likely to select assets with higher return than those that they sell. 

This introduction about the main issues and advantages of financial literacy in relationship with 

portfolio diversification gives an overview of the relevance of this type of knowledge for 

households and individuals across life. However, the heterogeneity of the measure of financial 

literacy decreases the comparability of the studies and increases the difficulty of results 

interpretation and policy-intervention design. 

Next chapters will present the main idea and the empirical results of this thesis, that deals with 

financial literacy and portfolio diversification. Based on a Spanish sample, I will try to answer 

the following questions: does financial literacy influence the variety of asset classes included 

in investors’ portfolios? Is this impact of sizable magnitude or not? Are there any further 

possible reasons for such results? My definitions of both diversification and financial literacy 

differ slightly from the ones of the existing literature. The first is to be meant as the 

heterogeneity of asset families held by an individual, not as the number of stocks or just the 

ownership of mutual funds. The second will be measured as the sum of correct answers to a 

mix of standard questions and some other ones related with numeracy.  
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CHAPTER III: Data and methodology 

ECF Questionnaire (aim, history, structure) 

I use the Spanish Survey of Financial Competences (hereafter ECF) to study the relationship 

between financial literacy and individual portfolio diversification. 

The Survey of Financial Competences is a joint initiative of the Banco de España (BdE) and 

the CNMV5 under the Financial Education Plan. The purpose of this cooperation is to boost the 

financial education of Spanish citizens and help them develop the necessary skills needed to 

improve their financial choices.  

The Financial Education Plan was signed back on 19 May 2008. It was started “with the aim of 

helping improve the financial education of citizens, providing them with the tools, knowledge 

and skills to adopt appropriate, informed financial decisions throughout their life” as stated in 

the CNMV official website. It is implemented according to the OECD guidance and High-Level 

Principles on public strategies for financial training dictated by OECD/INFE (International 

Network for financial Education) which were strongly supported in the G20 Summit of 2012. 

The Financial Education Plan includes a variety of educational projects other than the ECF, e.g. 

the website www.finanzasparatodos.es where whoever is interested can grasp information and 

learn financial notions independently from his/her education background.  

Figure 3 shows that the number of participants to the mission of FEP is growing over time, 

highlighting the growing interest and necessity of financial knowledge in the population as well 

as the relevance of the effort of policymakers in spreading financial competences.  

 
5
 Comisión Nacional del Mercado de Valores 
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Figure 3: Increase in number of FEP collaborators (Source: FEP 2022-2025) 

As previously said, the Survey of Financial Competences (ECF) is one of the initiatives of this 

national Plan. Included also in the National Statistics Plan, this survey aims to offer an 

exhaustive portrait of the financial literacy and financial knowledge of Spaniards aged 18 to 79. 

It is part of a cross-continental campaign coordinated by the INFE allowing to compare the 

financial skills of Spanish respondents with the financial skills of other countries.  

Even if the ECF is part of the INFE study, it presents some unique peculiarities.  

First, it extracts not only individual respondents’ financial competences but also the one at 

household level when the interviewee is not aware of household finance. Second, it includes 

measures of cognitive skills using adapted specific questions from other international studies. 

These questions measure reading comprehension, graph understanding and numeracy. Third, it 

contains a module on housing limited to what concerns the main residence. Finally, it provides 

data about the expectations of respondents on matters like probability of finding a job, evolution 

of main residence value and so on. 

The ECF survey has two waves, the first run in 2016 and the second in 2021. However, the data 

of the second one are not yet available, therefore this thesis uses the 2016 survey data release. 

The goal of such a questionnaire is to track the financial knowledge of the adult population in 

Spain allowing also for regional specification.  

The National Statistics Institute is responsible for the sample selection, which is representative 

of the whole Spanish territory and of each of its comunidades autónomas. It is relevant that the 

sample is balanced "by region" because in Spain regional authorities are in charge of education 

policies that generally have strong effects on financial literacy.  
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Moreover, the heterogeneity of the socio-economic traits of the population is high across 

regions in Spain, and also this may influence individual financial knowledge.  

The sample is obtained through a two-steps process, stratified in the first passage by region and 

municipality size. The first-step units correspond to the census sections while the second-step 

ones are the people between 17 and 79 years old who reside in those sections. The interviews 

of the first edition were conducted between the last quarter of 2016 and the first semester of 

2017 via Computer Assisted Personal Interviews (CAPI).  

The sample is composed of 8952 individuals, however further cleaning and control procedures 

drop about 400 interviews and the sample reduces to 8554 validated interviews. 

The ECF questionnaire is organized in the following eight sections: 

● Demographic characteristics and labor market status of interviewees 

● Portfolio of respondents and sources of information exploited 

● Source of income of unemployed (both retired and inactive) 

● Saving habits 

● Financial literacy 

● Economic literacy 

● Main residence 

● Household budgeting and financial weakness. 

The first six sections collect data from individuals, i.e. survey respondents, while the 

information related to household budgeting and financial weakness, in the last two sections, are 

at the household level.  
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Descriptive statistics 

This section presents the basic demographics of the ECF sample: age, education, employment 

status and income.  

 

Figure 4: Age distribution 

 

Figure 5: Education level of the sample 
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Figure 6: Occupational Status 

 

Figure 7: Income distribution 

The sample is well balanced in terms of gender as it is composed of 4264 males and 4290 

females. The average age of the respondents is 47 years: Figure 4 shows that almost 60% of 

the participants is between 31 to 60 years old (31-45 are 28%, while 46-60 are 31% of the entire 

sample). I divided education into three categories, low, middle and upper education, 

corresponding to the following level of studies: low means primary school or lower, middle 

identifies those with a secondary school diploma while upper education represents individuals 

with university degree or doctorate.  
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Figure 5 shows that there is a significant percentage share of individuals with just primary 

education (30.8%), while, in line with the major European countries, more than half belongs to 

the middle-educated category and 16% of interviewees has at least a university degree.  

Figure 6 displays the employment status of respondents, grouped in three macro-categories: 

employed and self-employed, unemployed and retired. However, unemployment includes a 

variety of other situations like disability (and so on), therefore the high share of unemployed 

respondents is not a problem.  

Last, Figure 7 presents the data describing income distribution among the sample. The survey 

does not ask the exact monthly/yearly income, instead the respondents choose between six 

income intervals (0-9000, 9001-14500, 14501-26000, 26001-44500, 44501-67500, 67500+). 

This strategy allows the reduction of non-responses, which is a serious problem for this type of 

question given that individuals are generally reluctant to give information about their income. 

Almost 75% of respondents’ income lies between the 9000 and 44500 euros, with the most 

populated income tier being the 14501-26000 (28.2%). The low-income respondents represent 

14.2% of the sample, while the two highest income intervals account for the remaining 13.4%, 

with top paid individuals being less than 5% of the entire sample.  

Table 2 provides the same kind of information grouping for autonomous regions and expressing 

all in percentage. Andalusia, Madrid and Valencia are the autonomous regions with the larger 

weight in the sample composition, while Catalonia is the one with the lowest number of 

interviewees. The balance in the gender of respondents is stable across all the autonomous 

regions. The age distribution is very similar in all the Spanish regions.  

The aspect that seems to be more heterogeneous is the education level of respondents. For 

instance, the portion of those having just a primary education varies from 24% in Navarre to 

40% in Andalusia. The middle-educated subgroup portion ranges between 43% and 60%. 

Lastly, the top educated subgroup is most populated in regions like Asturias (23%) and least 

populated in the Canary Islands (11%). There is variability also in the occupational status of 

respondents across regions. As previously stated, the majority belongs to the employed class 

with percentages ranging from 56% to 66%. Then there is the retired category that accounts for 

14% to 30% of the cases and finally the unemployed whose weight is the lowest in Madrid (9%) 

and highest in Andalusia (24%). Lastly, the income distribution of respondents varies a lot 

across regions with more than 80% of the respondents belonging to the first four income levels 

(from 0 to 44500). These demographics are given a general overview for the imputed version 

of the dataset, too (see Annex 1). 
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Table 2: Demographics of sample grouped by autonomous regions  
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Imputation 

The ECF has a high number of missing answers among questions that are particularly relevant 

for this study. There are three main possible ways of handling this issue. The first and 

predominant approach is the so-called listwise deletion method, i.e. excluding observations with 

missing values and using only complete data. This way of proceeding causes an efficiency cost 

due to the loss of observations. If I had to consider just the complete records, I will end up with 

just 60% of the original sample, with a possible problem of self-selection or incidental 

truncation of the observation. Another aspect to consider is that typically the observations which 

lack completeness are particularly informative for the outcome of the dependent variable and 

their exclusion might cause systematic bias to the analyses. 

The omitted variable method is the second common approach. It consists of the exclusion of 

those variables that register some missing values across the sample. In the current empirical 

analysis, this cannot be considered an option since the variables with missing data are needed 

for the definition of dependent variable, thus eliminating them from the dataset would block me 

from any kind of model implementation. 

The third alternative is to apply some kind of imputation methodology. One of the possibilities 

is to assume the missing values to take some ad-hoc value. In particular, it could consist of 

imputing zeroes for all missing values or to apply a binomial random imputation algorithm to 

randomly allocate zeroes and ones to missing data to discrete variables. Instead, in many cases 

researchers have made use of mean imputation when considering continuous variables, namely 

their missing values are replaced by the mean of the observed values.  

Regarding the last option, a more complete approach is the multiple imputation method. It 

basically looks for matching observations from the similar but complete observations. I decide 

to approach this problem using the technique of multiple imputation, that allows the estimation 

of the missing value by comparing the responses given by their peers and their characteristics 

with the ones of the non-respondents. In many other economic studies, the analyses are 

implemented on top of already existing imputed data that are made available by the organization 

in charge of the particular survey or questionnaire. Differently from those, I have conducted 

this operation personally to monitor the correct execution of the replacement of missing values, 

to avoid misspecification in the single variable imputation method in order to end up with a 

feasible complete dataset.  
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More in detail, the need for this kind of procedure is due to a significant portion of missing data 

related to the kind of assets held in individuals’ investment portfolios. This is the case since 

before asking whether individuals hold a specific asset class, they are asked whether they have 

heard of it or not. When the question: “Have you ever heard of ..?” is answered negatively or 

not answered at all, the next question about whether the interviewee held such a kind of asset 

in his/her portfolio is not asked.  

If I had to consider just the complete responses to such questions, I would come up with a 

sample of 5011 individuals, which would mean a reduction of a bit more than 40% of the entire 

sample. This magnitude of drop would most probably lead to a self-selection of the sample and 

consequent biases in the models’ estimates. 

It might be argued that a reasonable imputation would have been to simply consider as “No” 

the answer to those questions to substitute missing values. However, with the support of the 

literature and given the level of complexity in the financial context, the imputation process has 

been run without any constraint. Indeed, it happens that in the name of diversification, 

inexperienced or poorly advised people can end up investing in assets that are unknown to them, 

so it is not unreasonable to have people who say that they do not know a particular security 

class but that at the same time are invested in it! 

Moreover, Table 3 shows that a large share of the answers related to the ownership of some 

specific financial products is positive (i.e., most respondents answer "yes").  In particular, 90% 

or more of the interviewees are aware of products like: mortgages, personal/occupational 

schemes, shares, personal loans, credit cards, life insurance and medical insurance. Only 3 out 

of 4 individuals have heard of saving/term deposits. Investment funds are recognized by 85% 

of the sample and public/private fixed income by only 78%. Table 4 gives us a picture of the 

rate6 of affirmative and negative responses to the questions “At present do you personally or 

jointly have any … ?”  for each asset class.  Credit cards, mortgages, life insurance, saving/term 

deposits are the most popular financial products by holdings and affirmative response rate. 

Riskier financial asset classes like shares, investment funds and fixed income record lower 

participation rates. In line with existing literature, education and income have a positive impact 

on the rate of people who hold such investments. Indeed, when the degree of education 

increases, the column “Yes” shows higher percentages and the same is valid for higher income 

tiers. On the other hand, more educated and high-income respondents rely to a lesser extent on 

asset classes like mortgages and personal loans. 

 
6
 Percentage is calculated on those who were asked that question, not on the full sample. 
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To reinforce the choice of proceeding with an ad-hoc imputation procedure, I could argue that 

the percentage of ignorance of fixed income products is not plausible as mutual funds are even 

more complex instrument and most of the respondents know the existence of this financial 

product. Considering that in the ECF survey fixed income product holdings are meant to be 

personal holdings and not via investment funds, we should expect that those knowing 

investment fund (that could be entirely stocks, only fixed income or hybrid) should be aware 

also of such category of asset class.  
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Table 3: Knowledge rate per asset class (original dataset) 
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Table 4: Holdings rate per asset class (original dataset) 
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Imputation procedure 

After generating five imputed datasets, I ran numerous post-imputation tests and checked the 

resemblance in the proportion of affirmative answers in the “asset holding” questions to avoid 

unrealistic changes in the rate of affirmative responses.  

The imputation procedure observes the steps and the suggestion by Stef van Buuren, Professor 

of Statistical Analysis of Incomplete Data at the University of Utrecht.  

 

 

Figure 8: Main steps of multiple imputation with mice (Source: mice documentation) 

For completeness, here follows a brief description of the multiple imputation process which is 

graphically summarized in Figure 8. First, the chosen statistical algorithm analyzes the original 

dataset and generates a range of plausible values for each missing data. The output of this phase 

is the creation of multiple copies of the dataset, where the missing values are replaced by 

imputed values. Such values are recorded with their variability as we can never know the true 

values behind missing data. The different imputed estimates will have non identical values 

across the various datasets, and this is crucial since these dissimilarities are due to the 

uncertainty about the value to be imputed. The next phase is to fit the model of interest into 

each of the imputed datasets. Ultimately, the outcomes need to be pooled together in order to 

account for the variability due to the insertion of imputed values. Further information on the 

selected mice package utilized for the imputation are available in Appendix 2.  
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CHAPTER IV: Empirical evidences 

Models’ setup 

This Chapter presents the empirical strategy adopted and its results. First, I describe the 

variables included in the analysis, the dependent variable, the independent variable of interest 

and the controls. Then, I focus on the empirical estimates, the identification approach, the 

results and the robustness checks. 

Dependent variable  

This thesis aims at verifying the relationship between individuals’ portfolio diversification and 

financial literacy. Therefore, the dependent variable of the empirical analysis is an index that 

measure portfolio’s diversification. In the literature, various measures have been used as a 

proxy of the diversification degree, such as the number of stocks owned by the investors, the 

holding of investment funds or the number of different asset classes in the portfolio. I have 

designed the diversification index such that it captures the variety of asset classes held by 

individuals, following the last approach of the three above. This is probably the less precise 

measure of diversification; however, data limitation does not allow other type of score/index. 

The diversification index described above includes insurance products as type of financial 

investment, because they generally include also investment funds or similar and can be 

assimilated to proper form of investments. Moreover, the recent trends in the demographic 

evolution, especially in Europe, is raising doubts about the resilience of the public pension 

system and increasing the importance of alternative solutions to cover up particular events. As 

the population ages, public pension systems need to cover an increasing amount of people for 

a longer time, due to longer life expectancy. In the majority of European countries, social 

security systems are on a pay-as-you-go (PAYG) basis, namely taxpayers provide funds to the 

retirees. As stated above, however, the number of retired people is increasing, while the number 

of workers is stable or even decreasing. Therefore, the income of the state pension systems is 

decreasing, while the payments are skyrocketing. The result is that retirees are either going to 

see lower payoffs or the State is going to increase taxes. In both cases, the resources available 

to hedge against poor health circumstances (severe illness, loss of physical autonomy and 
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similar situations) will be affected. These are the main reasons that got me to include insurance 

products into the diversification index. 

Sometimes, the literature related to financial literacy uses dummy variable indicators as a proxy 

of the diversification index, identifying whether the individual holds a certain amount of stocks 

or not. However, these type of indexes presents some limitations. The first one relates to the 

arbitrary decision of the number of stocks necessary to be considered diversified. Secondly, 

when an individual holds such an amount of stocks, he/she is not automatically sure to be 

diversified because of the correlation between different securities (Markowitz, 1952): the higher 

the correlation, the lower is the diversification of the portfolio. Lastly, considering just stocks 

is a limitation given the wide range of alternative opportunities offered by banks, financial 

advisors and financial markets that can be useful in the construction of a balanced portfolio. 

Hastings et al. (2013) provide a deep analysis of the impact of non-stock holdings as derivatives, 

bonds, treasury bills and many others. Hastings et al. (2013) mention also the potential impact 

of buying “on margin”. I do not consider this aspect of individual portfolio management 

because I expect that a very small share of households is familiar with this type of operation, 

given that they are very complicated and imply high volatility and very high risk. 

The dependent variable, i.e. the Diversification Index, is defined as the sum of the answers to 

the questions “Do you currently hold … (asset class)?”. These questions cover the following 

seven financial assets: 

❖ term/savings accounts  

❖ personal/occupational scheme 

❖ investment fund 

❖ shares 

❖ public/private fixed income 

❖ life insurance 

❖ medical insurance 

The possible answers are “yes” and “no”, therefore, the minimum score is zero (when the 

interviewee holds none of the above stated assets), while 7 is the highest value of the 

diversification index (when the interviewee holds all of them). As previously discussed, I 

include life insurance and medical insurance in the previous list since the insurance industry 

and insurance products play a critical role nowadays in households’ portfolios, especially 

among the elderly. Moreover, the Spanish healthcare organization is very inclusive. In 

particular, Spain has both public and private healthcare systems. The public healthcare system 
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provides free basic healthcare to those who contribute to the Spanish social security system and 

their families.  

It also offers free healthcare to retirees, including those from other EU countries. Public medical 

assistance is also provided to foreign employees, self-employed foreigners working in Spain 

and their families since they usually contribute to Spanish social security, too. The economic 

terms of such care are the same of Spanish residents, namely free or subsidized medical care. 

For this reason, every stipulation of a medical insurance contract can be considered a plus from 

an investment viewpoint.  

The following graphs provide a general overview of the frequency distribution of the dependent 

variable. In particular, I show the distribution of the answers across the components of the 

Diversification index scores, both for the original data frame (considering not asked questions 

as response equal “no”) and the average of the 5 imputed datasets. The grey columns in Figure 

9 are the result of the combination of the columns shown in Figure 10, where Figure 10 gives a 

detailed representation of the distribution of respondents' diversification scores across each of 

the 5 imputed datasets. Figure 9 highlights the consistency of the imputation process. Indeed, 

the distribution of the diversification scores among the imputed datasets is similar to the one of 

the original dataset. In percentage terms, the largest difference is registered in the “zero asset” 

subgroup where around 5% of people move away from that circumstance, but overall there 

seems to be an acceptable shift in the overall distribution of the sample. These tiny changes in 

the distribution of respondents across different diversification index scores can be reconducted 

to the ignorance of some small share of investors about where their money is invested.  

Secondly, a large portion of the sample holds no assets at all: 40% in the original datasets and 

35% (average) in the imputed ones. As the number of assets within the portfolio increases, the 

number of people belonging to that subgroup decreases. Only 16,8% (original dataset) and 18% 

(imputed) of interviewees holds 3 or more assets!  
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Figure 9: Respondents’ Div. Index scores in original data frame vs average of imputed ones 

 

Figure 10: Frequency distribution of respondents across Diversification Index scores in the 5 

imputed datasets 
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The investments holding of the sample are differently crowded as the following figures 

illustrate. Figure 11 shows the number of holders per asset class across the different imputed 

datasets while Figure 12 contains the average (across the 5 imputed datasets) participation ratio 

for each investment asset class. Notice that in the ECF questionnaire the category 

“public/private fixed income” refers to the direct investments in such instruments, thus 

excluding indirect holdings via investment funds or mutual funds. Hence the definition of this 

category of investments may explain why only a very small share of interviewees holds this 

type of asset. On the other hand, the category with the highest participation rate is the 

saving/term deposits (33% of individuals), followed by life insurance (31%), pension schemes 

(23%) and medical insurance (20%). Then come shares, investment funds and fixed income 

direct holdings. Not surprisingly, the products that involve higher volatility and intrinsic risk 

are the one with the lowest participation rate, while the safer once (term deposit) and those that 

cover from some risk (insurances) register higher participation rates.  

 

 

Figure 11: Holders per investment asset class 
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Figure 12: Holding rate per asset class 
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Explanatory variables 

This paragraph presents and describes the control variables of the empirical analysis. As largely 

documented in the literature, individual demographics play a significant role in household 

financial decision, therefore, variable such as age, income and so on should be included in the 

empirical analysis. In particular, the ECF survey provides information about the following 

demographics: 

❖ Gender 

❖ Age 

❖ Place of birth 

❖ Labor status 

❖ Income tier 

❖ Educational attainment 

❖ Area of specialization (in case of upper education) 

The ECF survey asked (yearly) income boundaries and not the specific net income of the 

individuals. It organizes the possible answers in six categories, as the following table shows: 

Income Tier 1 0-9000 € 

Income Tier 2 9001-14500 € 

Income Tier 3 14501-26000 €  

Income Tier 4  26001-44500 € 

Income Tier 5 44501-67500 € 

Income Tier 6 67500+ € 

 

The independent variable of interest of the empirical analysis is financial literacy, defined as 

“we mean peoples’ ability to process economic information and make informed decisions about 

financial planning, wealth accumulation, pensions, and debt” by Lusardi and Mitchell (2014). 

In this thesis, I construct a measure of financial literacy summing up a set of eleven questions.  

Moving to the definition of explanatory variables, the one at the core of the investigation is the 

financial literacy score. The majority of the eleven selected questions is a multiple-choice 

question, with only one correct answer: if the respondent’s answer is correct, then he/she scores 

1, otherwise 0.  
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The financial literacy score (FL Score hereafter) is therefore a number that varies from 0 to 11, 

where 0 means that the individual is financially illiterate and 11 that he/she has a high financial 

knowledge. 

Notice that such score includes answers to the “Big Three” questions about inflation, compound 

interest and diversification, considered the cornerstone of the measurement of financial literacy 

in the economic literature. These queries were included in a slightly different framing in the 

ECF questionnaire. The chosen questions used to evaluate the level of financial literacy are a 

mix of standard questions largely used in this literature and some new ones. I enlarge the factors 

affecting our FL score since instruments like the “Big Three” may be narrow and unable to 

seize the whole span of human abilities related to personal finance. In fact, Huston (2010) 

suggests crafting an instrument based on four financial areas of knowledge rather than only 

three, including money basics, borrowing, investing and hedging/risk management. Others like 

Carpena et al. (2011) emphasize the necessity for questions that do not demand high numeracy 

skills, as compound interest or inflation.  

Then, I construct the financial FL score using the following set of questions. It includes the “big 

three” slightly reformulated, as well as other topic such as graph interpretation and the 

risk/return relationship. 

1. Imagine that 5 siblings receive a gift of €1000. If this is equally divided into 5 shares, 

how much would each sibling obtain? 

2. Now imagine that the brothers have to wait for one year to get their share of the 

€1,000 and inflation stays at X percent. In one year’s time will they be able to buy: 

a. More with their share of the money than they could today 

b. The same amount 

c. Less than they could buy today 

d. It depends on the types of things that they want to buy 

3. You lend €25 to a friend/acquaintance one evening and he gives you €25 back the next 

day. How much interest has he paid on this loan? 

4. Imagine that someone puts €100 into a no fee, tax free savings account with a 

guaranteed interest rate of 2% per year. They don’t make any further payments into 

this account and they don’t withdraw any money. How much would be in the account 

at the end of the first year, once the interest payment is made? 
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5. And how much would be in the account at the end of five years [add if necessary: 

remembering there are no fees or tax deductions]? Would it be: 

a. More than €110 

b. Exactly €110 

c. Less than €110 

d. Impossible to tell from the information given 

6. An investment with a high return is likely to be high risk. (True/False) 

7. High inflation means that the cost of living is increasing rapidly. (True/False) 

8. It is usually possible to reduce the risk of investing in the stock market by buying a 

wide range of stocks and shares. (True/False) 

 

Figure 13: Graph for question 9 and 10 

9. Assuming that the commission and expenses are the same for all the funds, which fund 

obtained the best return after 6 years? 

a. Fund 1 

b. Fund 2 

c. Fund 3 

10. Which would have been the fund with the best return if the investment had to be 

withdrawn at the end of the 3 years? 

a. Fund 1 

b. Fund 2 

c. Fund 3 
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11. A 15-year mortgage normally requires higher monthly payments than a 30 years 

mortgage, but the total interest paid over the duration of the mortgage will be lower. 

(True/False) 

Alongside the FL Score variable, I also introduce a dummy variable High FL to check whether 

being highly knowledgeable in financial matters gives any advantage in terms of degree of 

diversification of the investment portfolio. This dummy variable takes value 1 if FL Score is 10 

or 11 and zero otherwise. The coefficient of this variable will testify if having a high FL 

knowledge yields some larger portfolio diversification with respect to those who respond 

correctly to less than 10 FL questions.  

The next three figures give a picture of the degree of financial knowledge of the sample. Figure 

14 shows that the large majority of respondents is able to answer correctly to six or more 

questions. 65% of the sample scores between 6 and 9 on financial literacy questions, while only 

a quarter of respondents is able to answer correctly to 10 or all questions. Last, 8 interviewees 

out of 100 show serious gaps in financial knowledge as they’re not able to answer correctly to 

more than 5 questions on financial topics.  

 

Figure 14: Financial Literacy Score 
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Figures 15 and 16 provide an overview of the distribution of financial literacy score by 

educational attainment and level of income. In line with previous studies, Figure 15 shows a 

positive relationship between education and financial literacy score. In particular, as the 

education level increases, the percentage of respondents scoring less than 6 on FL Score 

decreases significantly. On the other hand, the share of interviewees reaching the top on FL 

knowledge score is 5 times the one in the low educated subgroup, and twice the one in the 

middle-educated subgroup. This confirms that education is a primary driver of financial 

knowledge. Figure 16 is constructed in the same way as Figure 15 and shows the distribution 

of FL Score by income levels. As the income increases, the proportion of those with high 

financial literacy increases, while the financial illiterates generally concentrate among the low-

income individuals. 

 

 

Figure 15: Financial Literacy Score by Education level 
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Figure 16: Financial Literacy Score by Income level 

Besides the two crucial variables that have just been described, I characterized the succeeding 

controls: education, STEM7, Economics and Status on top of already existing control variable 

like gender, age, place of birth and income tier.  

Education is a categorical variable with three possible values: 

• Low Educated: if the respondent has reached at best a primary level education; 

• Middle Educated: if the respondent completed secondary or post-secondary education; 

• Upper Educated: if the respondent has obtained a University degree or attended Doctorate 

studies. 

Financial literacy and portfolio choices may be correlated to the job sector or education 

specialization of the individual, therefore, controlling only for the level of job or education is 

not sufficient. Among the high educated group, i.e. those who completed university or with 

even higher educational degree, I create a dummy (Economics) for those whose attended 

specialization belongs to the Economics, Management and Business field.  

 

 

 
7 STEM = Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. 
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Finally, the categorical variable Status divides the respondents in three occupational categories: 

the first one (base) includes those who are unemployed or inactive for several reasons 

(incapacity, illness), the second one collects the employed (both self-employed and employees) 

and the last one groups the retired people.  

 

Estimation results 

This section presents the results of the empirical models that study the relationship between 

financial literacy and individual portfolio diversification. 

First, I study the determinants of the FL score to understand its comparability with the literature, 

checking for external validity. Second, I move to the empirical study of individual portfolio 

diversification using linear regression. However, this empirical approach does not address the 

endogeneity of financial literacy. Therefore, I moved to an IV approach, that provide more 

consistent and reliable results. The last paragraph of this Section will discuss further robustness 

checks. 

FL Score determinants 

As mentioned above, I first analyse the variable of interest, FL Score, and its possible 

determinants. Table 5 presents the results of a linear model, where the dependent variable is FL 

Score and the covariates are the individual demographics (gender, a polynomial in age, income, 

employment status, education). 

The following equation represents the estimated model: 

𝐹𝐿 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖 +  𝛽2𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖 +  𝛽3𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖
2 + 𝛽4 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑖 + 𝛾′𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑖 + 𝛿′𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖

+ 𝜙′𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽5𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖 
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Table 5: Factors affecting financial literacy score  
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First, remember that the dependent variable, FL Score, is a number between 0 and 11, and the 

higher it is the higher is the financial knowledge of the individual. The results are in line with 

the main findings of the literature presented in Chapter 1, such as Guiso and Jappelli (2008), 

Lusardi and Mitchell (2011). 

First, Table 5 highlights a gender gap in financial literacy: males show higher financial literacy 

(0.6 more than females). This is a common results in financial literacy questionnaire, that show 

how the interest in financial topics’ and financial decision is still dominant among men rather 

than women. Age shows a positive and statistically significant effect on FL Score as each 

additional year yields a rise of 0.034 points to the FL Score. This suggests that older individuals 

have a higher knowledge of financial topics. This may be a consequence of two factors: 

experience and higher accumulated wealth than younger individuals. Another difference is the 

one between immigrants and natives, namely born in Spain. The latter record a higher FL score 

of about 0.24 points. Using these estimates, it is not possible to argue whether these differences 

are a consequence of particular socio-economic status or related to background culture and 

habits. Contrary to expectations, there is no evidence of a statistically significant role of the job 

status and current employment of the individual. Therefore, being employed, unemployed or 

retired makes no difference for the individual financial competences. 

As usual, financial literacy is then associated with higher income tiers and educational 

attainment. Lusardi and Mitchell (2011b) find that US low-educated people are more likely to 

answer incorrectly or to not answer at all. The results in Table 5 are in line with these findings 

since the magnitude of the coefficients is increasing in the income tier, and all the coefficients 

are positive. 

In particular high-income individuals have a greater degree of financial knowledge. Just 

consider that the difference in the FL score between those residing in the highest level of income 

and those in the lowest is almost 1.5 points. Moreover, middle and upper educated subgroups 

are associated with higher FL Score than low educated class. The effect of a university degree 

(or higher education) is nearly twice the effect of middle education, 1.256 against 0.613 of the 

intermediate education level. 

The last coefficient reflects the importance of the Economics degree which grants a sizeable 

and significant impact on FL score (0.359 higher), even after controlling, as I did, for the general 

level of education. 
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OLS estimates 

This section presents the results of two linear model that studies the relationship between 

financial literacy and individual portfolio diversification. These models use the same control 

variable of the estimates presented in Table 5, however, the dependent variable now is the 

diversification index, while the FL Score is now a covariate. The two models differ in the 

following way: the first one uses the standard 0-11 FL Score variable, while the second one 

uses High financial literacy, i.e. the dummy variable that identifies whether the individual FL 

Score is above 10 or not. The following two equations show the estimated linear models. 

OLS 1 

Div. Indexi = β0 + β1Malei +  β2Agei +  β3Agei
2 +  β4 Spanishi + γ′Statusi + δ′Incomei

+ ϕ′Educationi +  β5Economicsi + β6FL Score + ui 

OLS 2 

Div. Indexi = β0 + β1Malei +  β2Agei +  β3Agei
2 +  β4 Spanishi + γ′Statusi + δ′Incomei

+ ϕ′Educationi +  β5Economicsi + β6High FL + ui 

Considering that the two models differ only in one variable, I do not expect big variation in the 

coefficients of the control variables. 

Table 6 shows that there is no effect of individual gender on portfolio diversification, i.e. the 

variety of assets hold by males and females is more or less the same. This might be connected 

with the higher overconfidence that males tend to display when dealing with investment 

decisions. Barber and Odean (2001) show that in areas like finance, males have higher 

confidence than females. Therefore, they may concentrate their wealth into a few asset classes, 

but characterized by higher intrinsic risk, like stocks. On the other hand, females are typically 

more prudent and more risk averse, therefore they typically decide to invest only in those 

financial products with low risk and volatility, with a lower diversification. 

Age has a positive impact on the Div. Index, as for each additional year, the coefficient indicates 

an increase of 0.064 in the number of assets held on individual portfolios. Age2 has a very small 

negative effect, this is a common result for age polynomials, that capture the non-linear effects 

of age on the dependent variable.  

Being an immigrant or a native Spanish individual makes no difference in terms of portfolio 

diversification. 
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The current job status, i.e. whether the individual is unemployed, employed or retired, play a 

role in portfolio diversification. In particular, being employed seems to increase diversification 

(0.221 higher Div. Index). These results may be explained as follow: employed individuals hold 

a higher income than unemployed or retired person, therefore they may take higher financial 

risk and invest also in those products with higher volatility. 

Instead, coefficients of variables connected with income level and educational attainment show 

strong statistical significance. Income coefficients demonstrate their predominance in the 

determination of the level of diversification. Wider inflows of capital during the lifetime of an 

investor allow him/her to explore a larger spectrum of investments’ possibilities, thus building 

up a more heterogeneous portfolio. Numerically, this possibility is increasing with income, as 

the magnitude of the positive coefficient rises when also the income tier is higher. For instance, 

the difference between low-middle income (< 26.000€/year) and top-income ranges between 

1.25 assets when compared with the third income tier (14.501-26.000€) and 1.65 assets when 

compared with the lowest one (< 9.000€). Education is confirmed as another clear driver of 

diversification. An individual who completes university education or obtain even higher degree, 

like a doctorate, holds nearly 0.6 additional assets in his/her portfolio.  

In these models, high education is represented also by another dummy, namely Economics 

which refers to the specialization field of the University degree. The results from the Economics 

variable indicate the existence of a positive and statistically significant relationship at the 1% 

level of confidence or better with my measure of Diversification Index. Those reporting to have 

attended Economics studies have been probably exposed to portfolio optimization theory and 

learnt about the benefits of diversification. With this set of knowledge, they have probably 

managed better their portfolio, diversifying the investments between risky and non-risky assets, 

on the basis of their own risk perception and risk aversion.  

The coefficients of interest of this work are the ones of Financial Literacy, I provide two set 

estimated each with a different version of financial literacy: the scalar version FL Score which 

takes values between 0 and 11 and the dummy version indicating those answering correctly to 

10 questions or more. In the first column (OLS 1) the coefficient of FL Score measures the 

association between an additional point in the FL Score and the degree of diversification. In the 

second column (OLS 2) the coefficient of High FL indicates the impact of being highly 

financially literate on the portfolio composition.  
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We expect those coefficients to be positive and statistically significant indicating that those 

having a higher financial knowledge are also more likely to hold more diversified assets, hence 

being able to navigate more financial scenarios with their investment strategies. The first model 

shows no evidence of a role of FL Score in the number of assets that an individual possesses 

given the tiny absolute value and the statistical insignificance of the coefficient. Oppositely, the 

coefficient of High FL seems to be significant at the 10% confidence level and have a modest 

positive effect in the number of assets held in portfolio (0.146). These two coefficients show 

that there is low or little evidence of any effects of financial literacy on portfolio composition 

and diversification of the Spanish individuals. However, as the next Section will explain, these 

results may be a consequence of an endogeneity problem of financial literacy.  
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Table 6: Ordinary Least Squared models on Diversification Index 
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Controlling for endogeneity 

This section addresses the endogeneity problem of financial literacy and explain the empirical 

and identification strategy used to overcome this problem. As pointed out by Jappelli and 

Padula (2013), financial literacy suffers from a potential problem of endogeneity since the 

causal effect on financial outcomes is not clear. Actually in this study OLS estimates may be 

biased for a variety of reasons including: (i) individual unobserved characteristics (IQ, risk 

aversion, ability,  patience) which have been shown to be connected with financial literacy and 

portfolio allocation, (ii) reverse causality, namely the variable Y (Div. Index) might influences 

variable X (FL Score) instead of the opposite, and lastly, (iii) measurement error probably 

enhanced by the imputation process. Moreover, the results presented in Table 6 are in line with 

Fort et al (2016), who explain that there is evidence of a downward estimation bias of the FL 

impact on whatsoever variable of interest rather than upward biased one.  

These reasons motivate me in looking for alternative identification strategy. Following Jappelli 

and Padula (2011 and 2013) I use IV estimates to overcome the possible endogeneity problem 

of financial literacy. In line with their works, I decide to use the following two instruments for 

financial literacy: STEM and number of books in the house at the age 10 of the respondents.  

The STEM instrument identifies whether the high education field attended belongs to one of 

the following areas: 

• Engineering and Technology (Architecture, Electronics, Mechanics) 

• Health Sciences (Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy) 

• Experimental sciences (Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology). 

 

The second instrument, instead, measures the number of books in the house of the respondent 

when he/she was a child. The exact question used to construct the instrument is the following:  

“Approximately how many books were there where you lived when you were 10 years old? Do 

not include magazines, newspapers or textbooks.” 

1. None or very few (0-10 books)  

2. Enough to fill a shelf (11-25 books) 

3. Enough to fill a bookcase (26-100 books)  

4. Enough to fill two bookcases (101-200 books) 

5. Enough to fill more than two bookcases (over 200 books). 
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First, I assume that individuals who attended STEM courses possess the knowledge in 

numerical and mathematical terms sufficient to deal with the questions that make up the index 

of financial literacy. 

This assumption is in line with the results of Fairfax (2018). The findings of this paper show 

that the US federal securities law regime founds its principle on the belief that investors hold 

the minimum cognitive skills required to understand the complexity of financial products and 

financial information. Therefore, this entire law regime assumes that individual who decide to 

invest in the financial markets are capable of basic financial reasoning and can understand, for 

example, a financial report or a KID8 (Key Information Document).  

Second, there is evidence from psychology and medicine research that people have gaps in 

some numerical skills like performing calculations that involve percentages (see Peters et al., 

2007; Chen and Rao, 2007). These findings are relevant because calculations about compound 

interest serve as the basis of most financial decisions. Moreover, using credit cards, engaging 

in a mortgage contract, or embracing the advantages of “early saving” demands some 

understanding of interest compounding and how it works. STEM can easily be reconciled to a 

proxy of numerical abilities, generally associated to higher financial literacy. 

Third, the two instruments selected are in line with the instruments used by other economists 

for financial literacy measures. For instance, Jappelli and Padula (2011) address the problem of 

endogeneity of financial literacy using the PISA test scores9 as instruments for it. After doing 

this additional step, they find that the effect of the instrumented financial literacy on savings is 

higher under the IV framework than under the OLS setup. They also perform some robustness 

checks adding some additional instruments like books’ number in the house in childhood or 

parents’ occupation and they end up with similar results and magnitude of the OLS bias. Such 

findings suggest that OLS tend to underestimate the coefficient of financial knowledge, thus 

producing a downward bias in the estimates. Fernandes et al. (2014) and Morgan and Trinh 

(2016) address the endogeneity issue by using the average financial literacy score at provincial 

level as an instrumental variable for financial literacy. In the study of Disney and Gathergood 

(2013) the instrument used is time-dated financial education, or better debt literacy as their 

research focuses on the association between consumer credit and individual financial literacy. 

Fessler et al. (2020) introduce a dummy instrument for financial knowledge based on newspaper 

 
8 It is a standardized informative document containing all the necessary information about a product outlined in a 

clear form. It aims to provide the customer with all the notions to be able to evaluate a given investment product. 
9 PISA is the OECD's Programme for International Student Assessment. PISA measures 15-year-olds’ ability to 

use their reading, mathematics and science knowledge and skills to meet real-life challenges. Source: OECD 

official website 
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reading habits. It takes value one when the newspapers read by respondents belong to high 

quality newspapers and zero otherwise. The main idea behind this identification strategy is that 

those reading high quality journalistic articles are more likely to have larger knowledge of 

financial matters with respect to those reading shoddy newspapers. Klapper et al. (2012) exploit 

the numerosity of newspapers in circulation and the concentration of universities by region in 

a study on a Russian sample.  

Last, the number of books at home is already a standard query in PISA which captures family 

background and influence into a student’s education that is one of the main drivers of financial 

literacy. I have included it in the IV estimates as it gives information about the sociocultural 

background from which a person has grown and it has been demonstrated that socio-cultural 

factors are relevant among financial literacy determinants, and the results of Table 5 are in line 

with these findings. Moreover, Arellano et al. (2014) confirm the validity of the instrument 

number of books as they find that those students declaring to have more than 25 books in their 

residence achieve nearly a 40% higher score in the financial literacy test. 

The selection of these two instruments responds to the conditions about the validity of 

instruments. Indeed, these are variables that are presumably not related to the holding of 

financial products, but that impact on the capacity of answering correctly to financial literacy 

questionnaires. This reflects the respect of the fundamental requirements in the estimation with 

the method of the instrumental variables.  

Specifically, on one side, the number of books at home in the childhood can be interpreted as 

an indicator of socio-cultural family background and can be assumed to influence the critical 

thinking and problem-solving skills of people, which are factors affecting financial literacy. 

Evans et al. (2010) document that books are a useful indicator for showing the effect of many 

family inputs, like family spending in education, the households’ cultural capital and their 

educational preferences. They also demonstrate that the presence of a larger quantity of books 

at home is positively associated with educational attainment and with mathematical test scores, 

two major factors impacting on financial literacy. Moreover, Terman and Oden (1959) show 

that more books at home can benefit a child’s IQ, thus being able to face more easily problems 

in areas not specifically taught at school.  

On the other side, STEM works as a proxy of respondents’ statistical and numerical abilities. 

Having these skills eases the effort needed to understand financial product functioning and their 

risk and potential return components. This contributes to the enlargement of their financial 

knowledge. Moreover, the financial information allegedly contains guidance on investment 
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suggestions and diversification/efficient portfolio composition. Hence, we can assume that 

being surrounded by many books in the childhood and having a STEM study background 

creates the right circumstances for a greater ability to assimilate financial notions and improve 

personal financial literacy. This will have a cascade effect on the quality of choices regarding 

portfolio composition, most likely ending with a greater portfolio diversification in terms of 

asset categories.  

IV estimates 

This section presents the results of two IV models. These models use the same control variable 

of the estimates presented in Table 6, with the difference that here Financial Literacy is 

instrumentalized with STEM and books’ number, i.e. the two instruments described before. The 

following equations show the estimated IV models, highlighting the first and second stages 

setups.  

IV 1 (1st and 2nd Stage equations) 

𝐹𝐿 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖 +  𝛽2𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖 +  𝛽3𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖
2 + 𝛽4 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑖 + 𝛾′𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑖 + 𝛿′𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖

+ 𝜙′𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + 𝛽5𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑖 + 𝛽6𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑀 + 𝛽7𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑠 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 + 𝑢𝑖 

𝐷𝑖𝑣. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖 +  𝛼2𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖 + 𝛼3𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖
2 + ω′𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑖 + 𝜂′𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑖

+ 𝜃′𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝜓′𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 +  𝛼4𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑖 + 𝛼5𝐹𝐿 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝜖𝑖 

IV 2 (1st and 2nd Stage equations) 

𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝐹𝐿𝑖 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖 +  𝛾2𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖 + 𝛾3𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖
2 +  𝛾4 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑖 + 𝜑′𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑖 + 𝜏′𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖

+ 𝜌′𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 + 𝛾5𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑖 + 𝛾6𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑀 + 𝛾7𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑠 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 + 휀𝑖 

𝐷𝑖𝑣. 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑖 = 𝜗0 + 𝜗1𝑀𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖 +  𝜗2𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖 +  𝜗3𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑖
2 +  𝜗4 𝑆𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑖 + 𝛾′𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑖

+ 𝛿′𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑖 + 𝜙′𝐸𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 +  𝜗5𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑠𝑖 + 𝜗6𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ 𝐹𝐿 + 𝜔𝑖 
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Table 7: IV on Div. Index. Books’ Number and STEM are the instruments used. 

Table 7 presents the first and second stage IV results’ for both models, the IV 1 with FL Score 

and the IV 2 with High FL. This set of estimates continues to confirm the results from the 

previous two sets.  
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In particular, Column 1 and Column 3 show the same signs and significance of coefficients as 

in Table 5 where FL is regressed for the main demographics. Obviously, Table 7 shows also 

the impact of the two chosen instruments. STEM seems to play a major role in absolute terms 

with respect to Books’ number. In the 1st Stage of IV1, having a STEM degree is associated 

with a 0.141 higher FL Score. On the other hand, those individuals who were surrounded by 

more than 200 books in their childhood (corresponding to the highest possible option = 5) gain 

around half point in the FL Score assessment. In the 1st Stage of IV2 it is possible to observe 

similar behavior of both instruments’ coefficients. 

Regarding the estimates of the second stages of the two IV models, not surprisingly, the signs 

and the significance of the majority of the coefficients holds. Age still shows a positive and 

significant relationship with the diversification index, with a magnitude similar to the estimates 

of Table 6 (0.04). Under this setup, being a man impacts negatively the degree of portfolio 

diversification; thus, men tend to be less diversified than women, all other factors being equal. 

As previously described, being and immigrant or a Spanish individual does not make any 

difference. The same holds for retirement (“unemployed” is the base category), while being 

employed increase the portfolio diversification (0.181 higher Div. Index).  

Income still plays a major role as determinant of portfolio diversification. Precisely, higher 

income tiers show statistical significance at 1%, with slightly lower coefficients’ values than in 

the results presented in the linear models (Table 6). Again, the impact of income is increasing, 

on diversification, with income tier. With regards to educational attainment, the first stage 

shows that they are relevant factors in the determination of financial literacy, where higher 

education corresponds to higher financial literacy, as well as specializing in economics fields.  

Last, I want to focus on the two coefficients of interest, i.e. FL Score and High FL. In particular, 

the standard variable FL Score is now statistically significant and carries a positive effect in 

absolute terms. For each additional correct answer, the respondents’ Div. Index gains 0.646 in 

the overall score. In other words, individual with the higher FL score (11) are fully diversified 

among the financial products that compose the dependent variable. On the second IV model in 

column 2, High FL shows a sizable impact on portfolio diversification (2.348). This testifies 

how being very knowledgeable in financial matters plays an important role in the determination 

of the level of diversification of people’s investment portfolios. Indeed, those subjects who have 

been able to face and answer correctly the large majority or all of the FL questions are 

presumably more informed and updated about the investment possibilities that the financial 

environment offers, the possible risks involved, the potential returns and also the taxation. This 

helps them choosing a more diversified and suitable composition of their investments.  
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I have performed some diagnostics’ tests on instruments to check whether I use valid 

instruments or not and the overidentification hypothesis. These tests are standard tests in the IV 

framework, needed to prove that what has emerged from the IV1 and IV2 second stage 

outcomes can be accepted and considered valid. In order to have this assurance I have run Weak 

instruments test, Hausman test and Sargan test. The following table summarizes the results of 

these tests performed for each imputed dataset. 

 

Table 8: Diagnostics tests summary 

The weak instruments test is useful to exclude that the instruments have a low correlation with 

the endogenous explanatory variable. When an instrument is weak, it might cause a larger 

variance in the coefficient and some substantial bias in the estimates. Such a test consists of an 

F-test on the first stage regression. The null hypothesis is that the instruments are weak. For the 

two estimated models, the null hypothesis is always rejected, hence I can move on with the 

assumption that the instruments STEM and books’ number are sufficiently strong. The 

Hausman test is necessary to support the choice of using IV procedure.  

The null hypothesis here is that OLS and IV are equally consistent. If the statistics is 

significantly different from zero then the regressor, FL Score is not exogenous or predetermined 

with respect to ei and the IV estimator (TSLS) should be used. If it is not significant, then the 

more efficient estimator is the OLS.  

In this case, the null is rejected, hence, the variable of concern is uncorrelated with the error 

term, indicating that FL Score is endogenous. Rejecting the null of the Hausman test implies 
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that IV estimates are preferable to the OLS in this study since the OLS is not consistent under 

H1, thus reinforcing the validity of results in Table 7.  

The Sargan test checks the possible overidentification of the instruments. It is applicable only 

when there are more instruments than the potential endogenous explanatory variables. So, it 

tests that all instruments are exogenous and uncorrelated with the residuals. If the null is 

rejected, it means that there might be some invalid instrument since it is a global test. In my 

study the null hypothesis is accepted, hence the two instruments are not correlated with the error 

terms and thus they are consistent.  

To summarize, diagnostics tests provide a positive robustness check for the validity and 

reliability of the estimates. First, the Sargan test has erased any doubts about the validity of the 

instruments. Second, the Weak instruments F-test has clearly expressed how these are not weak. 

Last, the Hausman test highlighted the need to use procedure IV. Moreover, the evidence of a 

downward bias (largely documented in the literature) in the OLS models’ estimates when 

comparing them with the ones in the IV setup, provide an additional proof of the reasonable 

setup of the instrumental variable. 

Thus, I conclude that it would be an error not to perform an IV regression since the bias of the 

OLS estimates would be much higher and the model itself less informative. 
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Conclusion  

In this thesis, I conducted an analysis on the role of financial literacy as a potential factor 

affecting the degree of portfolio diversification, namely the number of asset classes held into 

individuals’ investment portfolio.  

The aim of this paper is to check whether individuals’ financial knowledge, measured by an 

alternative financial literacy score, is able to influence the investment choices about the 

portfolio composition. The analysis on the data was performed using the Spanish Survey of 

Financial Competences (2017).  

Starting from the original dataset, I selected observations of variables connected with general 

demographics, portfolio holdings, financial knowledge and additional variables related with 

STEM studies and personal background. Then I performed a multiple imputation process with 

the application of the mice10 package in order to get rid of missing data. Some new variables 

were defined based on some other existing ones and imputed passively simultaneously with the 

multiple imputation process. 5 different imputed datasets were generated and all the empirical 

analysis was performed on each one of those and then pooled together.  

Financial literacy score was the crucial variable of interest and was designed to range between 

0 and 11 depending on the number of correct answers given to a selection of eleven questions. 

These queries consist of some already well-established questions in the financial literacy field, 

like the Big Three and some additional ones connected with numerical skills.  

This measure of financial literacy behaves exactly as other FL measures in economic literacy, 

thus demonstrating to be a valid alternative. More in detail, it correlates positively with age 

suggesting that older individuals have a larger knowledge of financial notions, probably due to 

a wider experience. Spanish natives also seem to register higher FL Score; however, it is 

inadvisable to draw any conclusion without further examinations on the socio-cultural 

conditions of those being born away. Lastly, my FL Score is strongly positively associated with 

income and education, in line with other academical studies. 

After this check, I set up two OLS models on my outcome variable of interest, i.e. Div. Index. 

The latter is defined as the sum of asset categories held in portfolio among the following ones: 

term/savings accounts, personal/occupational scheme, investment fund, shares, public/private 

fixed income, life insurance, medical insurance. Here the difference from the large majority of 

 
10 R Studio package which performs multiple imputation using Fully Conditional Specification (FCS) 

implemented by the MICE algorithm as described in Van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn (2011). 
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previous studies is that I decided to also include insurance products given their increasing 

importance in financial planning.  

OLS 1 and OLS 2 diverge only for the different explanatory variables regarding financial 

knowledge. The first model has the continuous version of FL Score, while the second one has 

the dummy High FL which takes value 1 only when the individual is able to answer correctly 

to 10 or all of the eleven FL questions. 

The OLS estimates indicate that the factors having a positive and significant effect on 

diversification are age, employment, income, education and Economics specialization. The two 

variables related with FL show tiny effects: in the first specification (FL Score) it is not even 

statistically significant, while in the second specification (High FL) it is significant with a 

positive effect of just +0.146 on the diversification index.   

This little evidence could be due to endogeneity of financial literacy. To overcome this 

identification problem, I performed IV estimation using two instruments: STEM and the 

number of books at home in childhood. The second stage results indicate that most of covariates 

are in line with OLS findings, showing consistency across different estimation models. 

However, what changes is that IV models display a much stronger significance and magnitude 

of financial literacy on the degree of portfolio diversification. In particular, each additional 

point in the FL score corresponds to an increase of 0.646 in the number of assets in the portfolio. 

Similarly, those being highly financially literate hold almost an additional asset class (+ 2.348) 

in their portfolio with respect to those having lower financial knowledge.  

All of the above suggests that financial literacy is a core determinant of portfolio diversification. 

Once again, the evidence indicates that IV estimates return higher coefficients for financial 

literacy denoting a general tendency of underestimated effects in the OLS procedure. This study 

reinforces the importance of financial knowledge for investors’ diversification capability, 

suggesting that policy makers should explore solutions to improve it to help individuals avoid 

losses due to improper portfolio composition and under diversification.  

To improve the diffusion of financial literacy among the population is really complicated and 

requires large investments from the central governments. These investments include the 

selection of the most appropriate educational programs, possibly targeted by age, employment 

status and/or households’ income.   
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Organizing longitudinal experiments and randomized control trials might be a strategy. Policy 

makers should avoid those generic “one-size fits” programs and should prefer tailored education 

to the specific needs of population subgroups.  

Moreover, another key point of these financial literacy educational programs is the 

measurement of financial knowledge: a good starting point is a shared, comprehensive financial 

literacy survey that covers the vast majority of these topics. The OECD INFE questionnaire is 

on the right track to do so, however there is still room for improvement in the Financial Literacy 

score buildup.  

Ideally, such a kind of survey should be repeated every year or every two years to control the 

efficiency of the educational programs, ideally on a treated and a control group. Another 

advantage of the use of standardized surveys is that they allow for cross-country comparisons 

which might yield interesting suggestions to those countries which are behind in terms of 

financial literacy.  

To conclude, there is an urgent need for cooperation for policy implementation and evaluation 

when dealing with the financial literacy issue. The suggestions above are only a first, possible, 

step of the diffusion process of financial knowledge among the population, especially among 

the low-income and low-educated households, protecting them from financial mistakes, 

including under diversification! 
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Appendix 1 

 

 
Table 9: Main demographics on Imputed dataset 
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Appendix 2 

Mice package 

The MICE acronym stands for Multivariate Imputation via Chained Equations. The Chained 

Equation approach has the capability to handle several data types efficiently. Actually, the mice 

package allows the user to deal with missing data by creating multiple imputations (empty 

values are replaced by some new imputed ones) for multivariate absent observations. It is 

anchored to Fully Conditional Specification, namely it is able to detect missing values, 

recognize their type and “complete” them on a variable by variable basis by specifying for each 

one the related imputation model. The default methods used by this application are linear 

regression to predict continuous missing data and logistic regression for categorical variables. 

 

Table 10: Built-in univariate imputation techniques. Source: “mice: Multivariate Imputation 

by Chained Equations in R”, p.16, Stef van Buuren and Karin Groothuis-Oudshoorn (2000). 

From the package documentation we are able to see the different options available for each kind 

of data to be imputed. As shown in the table above, the MICE algorithm can deal with 

combinations of continuous, binary, unordered and ordered categorical data. Another useful 

tool of MICE is that one can impute continuous two-level data by means of passive imputation 

without losing consistency between imputations. In my work, I made use of such a tool to define 

new variables from other already existing ones. The code script of this section of the process is 

available in the Annex 2.  
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The process of imputation is also modifiable by the user in the sense that it is possible to specify 

alternative methods for the imputation of each variable of interest. For instance, if there are 

many categorical variables, each with many categories, one can speed up the algorithm 

considerably by imputing them as numerical variables with pmm instead of polyreg. This way 

of proceeding wouldn’t cause any mistakes since pmm imputes only values that are observed; 

hence the original categories of the variable are preserved. 

 

Hereafter, I reported the R codes with which I went through the ECF questionnaire data, ran 

the multiple imputation and defined the different empirical models for my analysis. 

 

 

### IMPUTATION ### 

 

rm(list = ls()) 

 

library(pacman) 

pacman::p_load(readr,dplyr, psych, haven,ggplot2,tidyverse,dslabs,gridExtra, 

gt,Hmisc,knitr,rmarkdown,stargazer,ivreg,sandwich,mitml, 

broom.mixed,mice,modelsummary) 

 

# Set workind directory 

setwd("~/Desktop/Tesi Magistrale/R project") 

 

path_dta <- "~/Desktop/Tesi Magistrale/R project/Survey of Financial  

            Competences (ECF)/Data/Accesso ai dati" 

 

# Insert ECF dataset 

Tab1 <- read_dta(paste(path_dta,"/ECF/ecf_2016_e.dta", sep = "")) 

 

# Legend of non-positive values 

# - 97 →Don’t know  

# - 98 →Not relevant (filter not applied)  

# - 99 →No reply 

 

# Demographics 

# a0000 gender 

# a0100 Born in Spain 

# a04 age 

# a1100 education 

# a1200 specialization 

# j1300 income 

# a1500 labor status 
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Tab1[Tab1 < 0] <- NA 

 

# Creating a dataset with the selection of variables of interest for the study 

DF_Partenza <- select(Tab1,a0000,a0100,a04,a1100,a1200,a1500,j1300, 

                      e0401,e0402,e0403,e0200a,e0200b,e0300,a1400, 

                      e0500,e0600,e0700,e0800,e0900,e1001,e1002,e1003, 

                      e1101,e1102,e1200, 

                      b0100,b0208,b0308,b0201,b0301,b0202,b0302,b0203,b0303, 

                      b0204,b0304,b0205,b0305,b0206,b0306,b0207,b0307,b0209, 

                      b0309,b0210,b0310) 

 

# Coding variables as categorical 

DF_Partenza$j1300 = as.factor(DF_Partenza$j1300) 

 

DF_Partenza$a1500 = as.factor(DF_Partenza$a1500) 

DF_Partenza$a1500 <- 

  fct_collapse(DF_Partenza$a1500, 

               Unemployed = c("4","5","7","8","9","10"), 

               Employed = c("1","2","11","12","21","22"), 

               Retired = c("6")) 

DF_Partenza$a1500 <- fct_relevel(DF_Partenza$a1500,"Unemployed") 

 

# ASSET CLASSES  

# *** indicates those included in Div Index 

# b0100 Current accounts/saving accounts 

# b0308 Saving/term deposits  *** 

# b0301 Mortgage 

# b0302 Personal/occupational scheme *** 

# b0303 Investment fund *** 

# b0304 Shares *** 

# b0305 Public/private fixed income *** 

# b0306 Personal loan 

# b0307 Credit card 

# b0309 Life insurance *** 

# b0310 Medical insurance *** 

 

# MULTIPLE IMPUTATION --> MICE Package # 

# Adding New Variable for passive imputation 

DF_Partenza <- DF_Partenza %>%  

                    mutate(age_square=NA,Male=NA,Born_in_Spain=NA, 

                            STEM=NA,ECON=NA,Education=NA,Div_Index=NA, 

                            High_Diversification=NA,Q1=NA,Q2=NA,Q3=NA,Q4=NA, 

                            Q5=NA,Q6=NA,Q7=NA,Q8=NA,Q9=NA,Q10=NA,Q11=NA, 

                            FL_Score=NA,High_FL=NA,Text_Understanding=NA) 
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## 1st phase of imputation 

DF_Imputed <- mice(DF_Partenza, maxit = 5, seed=500 ) 

 

# Definition of passive imputation method for each NEW variable 

meth<-DF_Imputed$meth  

 

meth["age_square"]<- "~I(a04^2)" 

meth["Male"]<- "~I(ifelse(a0000==1,1,0))" 

meth["Born_in_Spain"]<- "~I(ifelse(a0100==1,1,0))" 

 

# Education attainment and two specialization paths for the upper educated 

meth["Education"]<- "~I(ifelse(a1100<=2,0,ifelse(a1100>2&a1100<=6,1,2)))" 

meth["STEM"]<- "~I(ifelse((a1100>=7) & (a1200==1| a1200==2| a1200==6),1,0))" 

meth["ECON"]<- "~I(ifelse((a1100>=7) & (a1200==4),1,0))" 

 

## Dependent variable 

meth["Div_Index"] <- "~I(b0302+b0303+b0304+b0305+b0308+b0309+b0310)" 

 

## Eleven FL questions and overall FL Score 

meth["Q1"]<- "~I(ifelse(e0500==200,1,0))" 

meth["Q2"]<- "~I(ifelse(e0600==3|e0600==3,1,0))" 

meth["Q3"]<- "~I(ifelse(e0700==0,1,0))" 

meth["Q4"]<- "~I(ifelse(e0800==102,1,0))" 

meth["Q5"]<- "~I(ifelse(e0900==1,1,0))" 

meth["Q6"]<- "~I(ifelse(e1001==1,1,0))" 

meth["Q7"]<- "~I(ifelse(e1002==1,1,0))" 

meth["Q8"]<- "~I(ifelse(e1003==1,1,0))" 

meth["Q9"]<- "~I(ifelse(e1101==1,1,0))" 

meth["Q10"]<- "~I(ifelse(e1102==3,1,0))" 

meth["Q11"]<- "~I(ifelse(e1200==1,1,0))" 

meth["FL_Score"] <- "~I(Q1+Q2+Q3+Q4+Q5+Q6+Q7+Q8+Q9+Q10+Q11)" 

meth["High_FL"]<- "~I(ifelse(FL_Score>9,1,0))" 

 

## 2nd phase of imputation - Includes the passive imputation 

DF_Imputed <- mice(DF_Partenza,maxit = 5,  seed=500, meth=meth) 

 

save(DF_Imputed, file="DF_Imputato.rda") 
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### EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS ### 

 

load("DF_Imputato.rda") 

x <- DF_Imputato 

DF_Imputato <- mice::complete(DF_Imputato, "long") 

 

# Renaming some variables 

DF_Imputato <- DF_Imputato %>% rename(Age=a04, Native=a0100, Gender=a0000, 

Educ=a1100,  

                                Study_Area=a1200, Status=a1500, Income=j1300,  

                                Text1=e0401, Text2=e0402, Text3=e0403,  

                                Graph_US1=e0200a, Graph_US2=e0200b,  

                                Math_Logical=Numeracy, Books_Number=a1400) 

                                 

(DF_Imputato <- DF_Imputato %>% group_by(.imp) %>% nest()) 

 

## LINEAR MODEL ON FL SCORE ## 

 

Reg = DF_Imputato %>%  

  mutate(FL_linear = map(data,  

                        ~lm(FL_Score~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

                              as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON,  

                            data = .))) 

FL_linear <- pool(Reg$FL_linear) 

 

## OLS ## 

 

Reg = DF_Imputato %>%  

  mutate(lin_reg1 = map(data,  

                        ~lm(Div_Index~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

                              as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+FL_Score,  

                            data = .))) 

OLS1 <- pool(Reg$lin_reg1) 

 

Reg = Reg %>%  

  mutate(lin_reg2 = map(data,  

                        ~lm(Div_Index~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

                              as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+High_FL,  

                            data = .))) 

OLS2 <- pool(Reg$lin_reg2) 
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## IV ## 

 

# IV1 

Reg = Reg %>%  

  mutate(iv_reg1 = map(data,  

            ~ivreg(Div_Index~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

                    as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+FL_Score| 

                                 

                    Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

                    as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+Books_Number+STEM, 

                    data = .))) 

IV1 <- pool(Reg$iv_reg1) 

 

# IV2 

Reg = Reg %>%  

  mutate(iv_reg2 = map(data,  

            ~ivreg(Div_Index~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

                    as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+High_FL| 

                                 

                    Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

                    as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+Books_Number+STEM, 

                    data = .))) 

IV2 <- pool(Reg$iv_reg2) 

 

## DIAGNOSTICS ## 

 

IMP1 <- mice::complete(x,1) 

IMP2 <- mice::complete(x,2) 

IMP3 <- mice::complete(x,3) 

IMP4 <- mice::complete(x,4) 

IMP5 <- mice::complete(x,5) 

 

IMP_Single <- list(IMP1,IMP2,IMP3,IMP4,IMP5) 

 

IMP_Single <- lapply(IMP_Single, rename, Age=a04, Native=a0100, Gender=a0000,  

                    Educ=a1100, Study_Area=a1200,Status=a1500, Income=j1300,  

                    Text1=e0401, Text2=e0402, Text3=e0403, Graph_US1=e0200a, 

                    Graph_US2=e0200b, Math_Logical=Numeracy, Books_Number=a1400) 

 

IMP1 <- IMP_Single[[1]] 

IMP2 <- IMP_Single[[2]] 

IMP3 <- IMP_Single[[3]] 

IMP4 <- IMP_Single[[4]] 

IMP5 <- IMP_Single[[5]] 
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IV_IMP1 <- ivreg(Div_Index~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+FL_Score| 

                    

            Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+Books_Number+STEM,data=IMP1) 

 

IV_IMP2 <- ivreg(Div_Index~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+FL_Score| 

                     

            Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+Books_Number+STEM,data=IMP2) 

 

IV_IMP3 <- ivreg(Div_Index~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+FL_Score| 

                     

            Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+Books_Number+STEM,data=IMP3) 

 

IV_IMP4 <- ivreg(Div_Index~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+FL_Score| 

                     

            Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+Books_Number+STEM,data=IMP4) 

 

IV_IMP5 <- ivreg(Div_Index~Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+FL_Score| 

                    

            Male+Age+age_square+Native+as.factor(Status)+ 

            as.factor(Income)+as.factor(Education)+ECON+Books_Number+STEM,data=IMP5) 

 

IV_SINGLE_DF <- list(IV_IMP1,IV_IMP2,IV_IMP3,IV_IMP4,IV_IMP5) 

 

lapply(IV_SINGLE_DF, summary,diagnostics=TRUE)  
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